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I n the past six years (1967-1972), 191 reports published in J. PROSTHEY.. I)EN~I 

included statistical procedures. * Only 9 dental schools out of 56 provide courst 

\sork in statistics for undergraduate students.* Thus, many readers are not full! 
a\vare of the meaning and contribution of statistical analyses to dental science. This 
report will explain such statistical methods as the mean. standard deviation, standard 
(‘rror of the inrm, t test. F test, analysis o/ x-ariarlc?. chi-square* trst, :~c~rr.el:itior~ 

cocfflcient, probability values, and significance levels. 

DATA 

Data are numbers collected from measurements or counts. Measurements arc 
made of values such as size. lveight, time, and temperature; counts are made o! 

cvcnts or characteristics. For example, ;I sample of heights produces data fro):: 

I~l~~as~l~‘elrlel~ts. \Lhilc a DMF (decayed. missirlg. :11x1 filled j survey products dilt:* 

f~orn counting dccnycd. missing. and filled teeth. 

The mean 

The lnean is an nwragc. The mean is the sum of the values, either measurements 
or counts, divided by the number of items. 

The standard deviation 

‘l‘he mean is an average of a number of individual measurements. The individuai 

measurements may be similar to the mean or they ~nr2y xx-y considerably from thr 
IIIC:~. The standard deviation describes ho\v much the individual measurementc 
de\ iste from the mean.’ 

As a hypothetical caxample, the temperature was recorded each da!. at IKIWI fm 

OI-IC year in San Francisco and in Chicago i Fig. 1 ) The noontime temperature foJ 

the year in San Francisco ranged from 40 ’ F. to 80’ F., with a mean of 60’~’ I’. 

*A table that shows the number and kind CI~ statistical analyses by year is available frow 
the allthor upon request. 

TJames W. Graham, Ph.D., Division of Educational Measurements, American Dental .%s\c. 
ciation: Personal communication, March 26, 1973. 
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*F 55 60 65 50 60 70 

Mean= 60+5 Meon = 60 + IO 

Fig. 1. A hypothetical normal distribution of temperatures that were recorded at noon each 
day for one year in San Francisco and in Chicago. The mean for the year is 60” F. for both 
cities. San Francisco had many days that were at or near 60” F. and a few days below 55” F. 
and above 65” F. By comparison, Chicago had fewer days at or near 60” F. and more days 
nearer 50” F. and 70” F. The standard deviation is 5’ F. for San Francisco and 10” F. for 
Chicago. The shaded areas include 68 per cent of the 365 daily noontime temperatures. 

most of the temperatures were near the mean of 60’ F. The mean noontime tem- 

perature during that year in Chicago was also 60” F., but the individual noontime 
temperatures ranged from loo F. to 100° F. In Chicago, the individual noontime 

temperatures varied greatly from the mean of 60’ F. The standard deviation de- 
scribes the amount of variation or deviation in the individual measurements used 

to calculate the mean. In this example, the standard deviation reveals that, in San 
Francisco. most of the individual noontime temperatures Jvere near the mean of 
60° F., and in Chicago, they varied greatly from the mean of 60’ F. (Fig. 1) The 

mean and standard deviation are usually expressed as the mean plus or minus (I) 
the standard deviation, such as 60° + 5O. 

In the dental literature, the numerical value that is presented as “the standard 

deviation” is always the numerical value for one standard deviation. Thr !onc%) 
standard deviation is commonly presented in such a manner as “the standard devia- 
tion was 5,” or “the mean and standard deviation were 60 -t 5.” or simply “the mean 
was 60 rt 5.” In these examples, 5 is one standard deviation. 

In a normal distribution of data. the area included in one standard deviation 
helolv the mean to one standard deviation above the mean will always include 68 
per cent of the individual measurements used to calculate the mean.: The term. 
60° t 5’. specifies an area from 55O to 65’--that is from 60’ - 5’ to 60’ I 5O (Fig. 

1, San Francisco). Thus, 60° + 5O indicates that 68 per cent of thr individual 

measurements in the data were recorded between 55’ and 65’. According to the 
formula and the calculations for the standard deviation, the remaining 32 per cent 
of the measurements will occur evenly above and below the range of the standard 

deviation: in this example, equal numbers will occur below 55O and above 65’. 
A small deviation from the mean, such as 60’ + 5’ for San Francisco (Fig. 1). 

indicates that most of the individual measurements in the data were close to the 
mean. In other words, a small range around the mean (+ 5’) \vill include 68 per 
rent of the measurements. A greater standard deviation, such as 60’ f  10’ for 
Chicago (Fig. 1) , indicates a larger variation in the individual measurements. When 
ihc, individual measurements are widely scattered. the standard deviation must he 
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greater in order to include 68 per cent of the individual measurements. ‘!‘hus. (1-r 
standard deviation describes the amount of variation in the individual ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

used to calculate the mean. 

Samples and populations 

Statistical analyses employ small samples as representative of a larger group. For 
example, one may try a spoonful of soup in order to taste the seasoning or lest thl- 
temperature of the entire potful of soup. The spoonful is the sample: the potfui. 

composed of many spoonfuls, is called the population. The term “population” refer+ 
to the entire group of people, objects, or materials which has a certain characteristig 
in common; the sample is a small part of the population under study. ‘1’1~ chara<,- 
teristic to be examined (for example, temperature) and the size limits (for wan~pk. 

the potful of soup) will identify and define the population that is being studied. 
Statistical analyses require the use of samples of data to t~stimate, pr~‘di~t. rrr inif’ 
something about the characteristics of a specific population.‘~ ” 

:2 “random sample” of data means that every object or event in the popuiatiorS 
has an equal opportunity, chance, or probability nf being included in tile saml!l<~ 

ivithout prejudice or bias. If  the data are selected at random and if the characteristic 
that is being measured or counted varies, then the individual means and standarc: 
deviations of several samples will vary even though thr samples are front a kgif- 
population.’ This variation in size is to be expected \vhen the samples of data :U~C 
obtained at randonl. 

The standard error of the mean 

The standard deviation simply describes the variation in a group ol’ number:. 
The standard error of the mean, however: uses the group of numbers j the samplej 

to estimate the mean of tile entire population. The standard error of the mean 
establishes a range above and below the sample mean Ivithin hvhich the ;nean of thy 
population probably lies. 

For example. a teacher may want an estimate 01 the actual a\.ernge oi l.O(ir. 
examination grades: the teacher wants an estimate of the rtlean of this population 

of 1 .OOO grades. In order to do this. the mean and standard error of the mean are 
calculated from a small, random sample of 100 grades. In this example. the sample 
mean \vas found to be 75. and the standard error of the mean was 2.5. according 

to the definition and the formula for the standard error of the mean. there is ahcays 
a 68 per cent chance that the mean of the population lies in a range oi‘ 111~1s OIL 

minus one standard error of the sample mean. In this example, the chances are 6R 
per cent that the mean of the population of 1,000 examination gradea lies betweelj 
- ,- 1.3 2.5 and 75 - 2.5-that is. between 72.5 and 77.5. Furthermore, the chances 
are 95 per cent that the mean of the population lies within plus and minus two 
standard errors of the sample mean. *, 4 That is, there is a 95 per cent chance thar 
the mean of the population of 1,000 examination grades lies between 75 ,9;75, _, -. 
and 75 A 2 (2.5 1, lvhirh is between 70 and 80. 

There is no error, in the sense of a mistake, implied in thr term “standard errot 
of the mean.“” Instead, the standard error of the mean simply estimates the range. 
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in relation to the mean of the sample, within which the mean of the population 

probably lies. 

Statistically significant differences 

A significant difference, as determined by statistical methods, is a large and im- 
portant (real) difference. The term “significant” indicates that the amount of 

statistical difference between the samples of data is greater than a certain established 
!cvel ; this amount of statistical difference is called “significant.” 

In research, two sets of data are often compared in order to determine whether 
they are significantly different or not significantly different. For example, the hard- 
ness measurements of one alloy might be compared to the hardness measurements 

of anottler alloy. A statistical analysis will determine whether or not there is a sig- 
nificant difference between the two sets of data from the t\vo allo~~s. A statistically 
significant difference is a large difference that is probably caused by a true difference 

in the lnaterials being tested, i.e., the hardness properties of alloy A and alloy B, 
:III~ that probably did not occur simply by chance.” 

The normal distribution curve, the null hypothesis, and the probability factor 

\\‘hat is meant by the statement, “i2ccording to the statistical analysis, there was 
no significant difference betlveen the two sets of data?” And what is meant by the 
statement, “According to the statistical analysis, there was a significant difference 
bet\\een the t\\o sets of data ?” An explanation of the meanings of these statements 
involvrs the normal distribution curve. the null hypothesis, and the probability factor. 

‘/‘l/r noimai distribution curve. The temperatures in Fig. 1 are normally dis- 
tributed. That is. the individual measurements are equally distributed above and 
belo\v the mean, and most of the measurements are near the mean.’ The shape of 
tile normal cur! e depends on the mean and the standard deviation: that is, it 
depends on the numerical Lralues of and the variation in the measurements. ,4 stud) 
to compare the hardness values of alloys A and B \vill produce two sets of hardness 

\,alues. \\hich may be pictured as t\vo normal distribution curves or two patterns of 
data. Statistical analyses are examinations of the differences in the two patterns or 
sanlplrs of data. From this. the statistical analysis determines \vhether the tlvo sets 
of data are significantly different or not significantly different. 

The experiment’s ~~11 hypothesis. The experiment’s null hypothesis (ENH) states 
that the two sets of data from the t\vo alloys xvi11 not be significantly different; 
“null” means no difference. The statistical analysis tests this hypothesis. The purpose 

of the ENH is to express the experiment in a form that may be analyzed statistically. 
The ENH means that the t\vo sets of data from the t\vo populations (one popu- 

lation is alloy A. the other is alloy RI will show a difference no greater than that 
whicll \\-ould probably occur between t\vo random samples that are drawn from 
onr population. A statistically significant difference between the two sets of data 
(alloys A and B) is a difference \Ihich is much larger than \vould probably occur 
hetlvepn two set5 of random data from a single population.l, 7. ’ Two random 
samples from one population would probably differ, as explained under Samples 
and populations. Horx>euer, a statistically significant difference is generally con- 
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sidered to be a diflerence so large that it would occur fewer than fiz,rz fimr.; IT! I!.v. 
puirs of random samples from one population. 

The probability factor. The probability factor i’j expresses tl1e statlsticai dii- 

fere~m~ betxveen the two samples of data and thus is used to determine $1 !lrtlhe~ it, 
not tllc two sets of data are sign&anti! different. Numerically, the ~il~obabiii;\ 

factor rnnqes from 0 to 1 ; the smaller the probability iactor, the larger tllc. st:ttistl( ii1 
difl’crencc~ between the twx sets of data. A probability factor of 0.05 is ~~~~aailv !t*r* 
clkiding line that determines \&ether the t\\ o sctx of cinta are significantly iiifi‘rlc’i:i 
{jr not significantly different.,’ It’hen the probnbilrty factor is less than i~.iiCl ’ P 

0.05 I the t\vo sets of data are reported as “significantly different.” .I pmhbiii:! 
factor of Illore than 0.05 i P Y-J 0.05 1 mealrs that III? two sc*ts oi (l:ltil dc: no! (iii!‘?-: 
c~nough to IW called “significantly different.” TOW t150 SPAS 0f &cc i\ilkiid in r 

ported as “not significantly- diRerent.” 

I)ilrc~rences bctM-een the samples from alloys .2 ;lnd I3 that produce :I I” I;N t!., 
01’ less thi 5 pet’ crrit ( I’ i. 0.05) xc cx~riiparal~l~ to unusually Jarge dilferrnc~:~~ 
I\ hicll would rareI>. occur l)cxt>veen two randotn ~anq~lcs from one po~)~kJtior~ f  i 

0.0.5 indicates a diff‘erenrc, so large that it xvo~ild o(‘( LLI’ lcxs tllan five out (-11 ;i)O l.iil!i 
iii two randoln sumplcs from c~lie l)opulatiori ‘Tlit~.~. ,t 1’ factor of ICW than (l.U.3 1’ 
< 0.05) means i 1 ) that thcx t\\.o sets of data from tht, r>spcrimrnt are T er x tiifFrrc~n~.. 
f  2,) that less than 5 per cent of randorll pail,s of satnples front one popula~icon wouiii 
differ to ;I coniparable rxtrnt. (3 : that the ENI-1 i\ not consistent Isit the c:!:ttistic,::I 
e\ idericcl , and (-& I that the d;tt;l ma)- be rcporteti ;I!: “siqnifiicantly differen:.’ 

In general. the following four statnlients ltlean tlir S;II~ thing 27 thra staterrieri! 

“‘I‘l~r~ t\vo sets of data i frolli :~lloy A and ailo\~ 13’ arc significnntl~ difI‘ert~n1 1’ 
0.05 ! _‘. 

I I{y comparison. two random sets of data front one population \tctdd probab!~ 
(lifl’m ax muctr as the t\vo set> of data front :11lob .\ .Ind alloy 1% differ IVWCI 1h~l.8 
ii\.e times out of 100 (P < 0.05). 

2. Thr probabilit\- of being wrong in stating that ~hca data from ;~llo\-~ :I ;md ,t 
:Irc’ significantly different is kss than 5 per cent: the c,hances of being \\-rang ‘rt, 
kss than five in lOO-‘: the odds art> 19: 1. 

3. Thta probabilit)- of obtaining a difference of this G/e if the ENH LX x111. 
is less than 0.05.‘” 

1,. One may be o\.cr 9.5 per cent confidelit in stating that the characteristic tha. 
k king measured is actually different in the two populations (allo), :I and alloy Ii 

Tn research. a P \xlue of 5 per cent iO.OT,i is c,ommonly used as a dividing linc~ 
betwppn data that are signiticnntly different : P ’ 0.05’ and data rhat are IW; 
siqificantly different (P > O.O5!. Smaller P lxlues. however. indicate larger differ. 
came’: in thr tTvo sets of data. Thus, statements that the data arc significantly differ 
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Table I. A comparison of probability factors, significance levels, and confidence 
levels* 

Probability factors 

(%) 

P > 0.05 
P < 0.05 
P < 0.01 
P < 0.001 

Significance levels 

No significant difference 
Significant difference 
Significant difference 
Significant difference 

Confidence levels 

(%I 

< 0.95 
> 0.95 
> 0.99 
> 0.999 

*In this example, a probability value (P) for statistical significance is set at 0.05. 

ent may be made with increasing confidence as the P value decreases in size (Table 

1). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Statisticians employ several methods to calculate P and to determine whether 
or not the data are significantly different. The type of test depends on the size of the 
sample, the number of samples, the type of data (measured or counted), whether 

the data are paired or not, and other factors. The t test, F test, analysis of variance, 
chi-square test, and correlation coefficient are common statistical analyses in the 
dental literature. 

The t test. The t test is used to determine the significance of the statistical differ- 
ence between two means63 s The t test is designed for normally distributed, randomly 
selected, measured data. The use of the t test is indicated when the variances” of the 
two samples are either known or assumed to be equal. 

Two types of t test are often used in the dental literature: (1) The two-tailed 
t test determines whether the two sets of data are significantly different or not sig- 
nificantly different. For example, the results of this test might be reported as, “Ac- 

cording to the two-tailed Student’s t test, there was a statistically significant differ- 
ence between the data for alloys A and B (P < 0.05) .” (2) The one-tailed t test 
may he used to determine whether one set of data is significantly larger (or smaller) 

than the other. The results of this test might be reported as, “According to the 
one-tailed Student’s t test, the data from alloy A were not significantly larger than the 
data from alloy B (P > 0.05) .” 

F test, analysis of variance. The F test may be used to determine whether there 

is a significant difference between two or more meanslo The F test is also used to 
compare the variances of two samples of data. The variance is a measure of the 
variation in the individual measurements in a sample of data. The F test determines 
whether the variances of the samples are significantly different or not significantly 
differentI”. I1 

The F test to compare the means of the samples and the F test to compare the 
variances of the samples are different analyses. lo For example, in a study of several 
brands of alginate (irreversible hydrocolloid) , the F test may be used to compare the 

*The variance, like the standard deviation, is simply a measure of variation, scatter, and 
dispersion of the individual measurements in a sample of data. The variance equals the square 
of the standard deviation. 
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average amount of time required for each brand to gel. This is :I coItlparls(~n j:* 

means. Or, the F test may be used to compare the amount of \~nriation ix& [lie ti:rl: 
required for two of the brands to gel; this is a comparison of variances. 111 butti 
tests, :I 1’ factor of less than 5 per cent (P ,:. c).O5 ! is evidence of II \tatlcllc.ail\ xg 
nilicant difference. 

The F trsst is designed for normally distributed. randomly selected. rnr~asr~rctl CL::.: 
The F test is rlsed to compare tlvo or more Ineans or to c.omparc (\\.o ~.;rrian~w :z !:I 9 

the* \wiances are kno\vn or assumed to be unrqual. 
C/r/‘-square test. The chi-square test USC~ two or mow samples ot counted &LX 

‘I‘lw chi-square test is used to examine the dif?errntes between the c~spcc.(ed valur,; 

:lncl the observed \-alues that are counted in the study.‘, “‘a ‘I Sornc~ expected I alw~ 
arc knolvn before the rtudy, For example. 1.11~ fyrcterl \~Juc for Jleads 171 *I (‘o!I:, 
flipping study is 50 per cent. Or, the expected \.alues 111ny,. be calcllI;ttc~d :kf’t?r I!!.. 
4tUdy front the observed Aues. Either way, tlrc, chi-square test is :I llie;lzure of ti~a. 

tlifYc>rences betlveen the observed \Aues and t11e espectrd \-alues. 
The ENH for the chi-square test states that there will be no significnnr cliffer~- 

enw bet\veen the observed \-alues. The statistical :\naiyis compares tlrca tliA’ererw-, 
hctween the observed and expected values to the difl’erenccs that \voulti o~wur lb%, 
chance between comparable random samples. I,arge differences bctwcen tile obwr~ ?I? 
and expected values, as compared to smaller differenwa twt\veen ~orrlparal~le randorrl 
sanlples, indicate a significant diflerencr bet\wen tilr obser\.ed vaiues irk tile study. 

4 statistically significant difference i P <I’ !).(I5 1 means that the diffwcnces bet\+wf: 

the observed values are greater than the diffwencw that \vould probably t~( r‘t:~ I-.; 
chance. For example. the c’ure rate of drugs I, 1%. C.:. :~nd I) may produc.:, I’ j C~.cii, 
This means that at least two c)f the nun1ber.i. I i.c>.. :MO of the four CIIW rzit(Bsj tiiflr~~ 
greatly: such a difference betJ\.een these numbers !.Y.. between at l(~iq( iit (1 01 tiir 
four cure rates) \vould occur less than five times in i 00 1)~ chance. 

Correlation coefficient. The correlation c.oefTicierit r I uses pair:, of ~wasru~- 
merits. For example, one ma) measure the he&ht and \vei,ght of 100 pwpl~ 10 detei 
mirw the relationship of these two qualitie<. ‘I‘hr cc,rrrlation coefficie-l! t ranycs 1 i-01 1’ 

I to : 1 and indicates the closeness or strcqgth of thr relationship betwwn the :wi 

variables.” The closer r is to 0. the less linear corrriation exists. Thc~ dew I I< I: 
1 (tither 1 or 1 i, the Sgreatcr is the IinraI, :.orrttlatiorl. \Yhw chan,qcs in onf’ \GC:- 
blr are related to chayges ilk the othrr \,arl;rblc. r \\.iil 1,~ high. For r~s;m~p’lt~. 11cygh1 
and \\.c4ght for peoplr under I6 ).ears of n,gc* \\-ill h;~\-c~ ;I high correi;Ltiol, c,oefficicnl 

thf> correlation coefficient for height and \wixht for adults \vill not tw :!i iligii. ‘l’ht- 
correlation coefficient does not. howclw. i111pl~ their c~hnnges in ant’ of :lw facrc~ 
c C/?/SC changes in the other factor,. 

Thr ENH states that there will he no significant :Imount of c.orrelatiori i~et~\wi8 

the two variab1es.l’ A P value of morr than 5 pw writ !P > 0.05) supports thih 
ENH and reveals that thrrc is no significant correlation bet\\-ern the t\vo i:tmc. 
A P value of less than 5 per cent (P < 0.W) IVXV~VCI~. rrieans that rhc~r is 
statisticnll~- significant correlation between the t\\.n y;iri:rblrs.l’ 

The correlation coefficient by itself doea not st;~tr tlw statistical significance o! 
the relationship between the t\vo factors. Thf, statistical significance of the correla- 
tion is drrivrd from both thr ~~nlue of r and thcx number of observations in the 
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sample. Thus, a very low degree of correlation might be highly significant if the 
sample is sufficiently large; or: a fairly high degree of correlation might turn out 
to be not statistically significant if the sample is relatively small.’ 

All of these analyses, the t test, F test, analysis of variance, chi-square test, and 
correlation coefficient may be used to determine the P value and thereby determine 
tvhethcr or not the samples of data and thus the populations are significantly dif- 
ferent. 

SUMMARY 

‘This article presents the basic meanings of the frequently used statistical terms 

:tnd analyses. The report is intended to make articles which use statistical procedures 
Illore understandable. 

The author is grateful to Dr. William Lefkowitz for his invaluable aid in the preparation 
of this article. 
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